Year 3 Summer Term 2 SPaG Mat
Section 1
because

Section 3
although

unless

Choose the best conjunction to fill the
gap in each sentence:
a. You will not be allowed into the
cinema
you have a ticket.
b. He took the penalty
had hurt his leg.

he

c. They lit the camp fire
it was getting cold.

Section 2

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled
up a preposition word. Can you help
him to unjumble it?
duren

Can you write a pair of homophones
to match the clues?
The brightest
___________

star

in

the

sky:

Someone’s child that is a boy:
____________

Section 4

Look at the picture. Can you add an
appropriate adverb to this sentence?

2
Section 5

Can you write the plural forms of
these singular nouns?
toy - _______________
fox - _______________
fly - _______________

Section 6

Can you improve this sentence by
adding an expanded noun phrase?

During the
hurricane, the
wind blew
_______________.
The house stood on the hill.




Year 3 Summer Term 2 SPaG Mat
Section 1

Section 3

a. You will not be allowed
into the cinema ___________
you have a ticket.

The brightest
___________

Choose the best conjunction to fill the
gap in each sentence:

b. He took the penalty ___________
he had hurt his leg.
c. They lit the camp fire ____________
it was getting cold.

Section 2

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled
up TWO preposition words. Can you
help him to unjumble them?
duren

webenet

Can you write TWO pairs
homophones to match the clues?
star

in

the

2

of
sky:

Someone’s child that is a boy:
___________
A large mammal: ___________
Completely naked: ___________

Section 4

Look at the picture. Can you add
appropriate adverbs to this sentence?
During the hurricane, the wind blew
_____________, which
caused the
trees to sway
_____________.

Section 5

Can you write the plural forms of
these singular nouns?
fox - _______________
fly - _______________
puppy - _______________

Section 6

Can you improve this
sentence by adding
an expanded
noun phrase, a
conjunction and
extra detail?
The house stood on the hill.




Year 3 Summer Term 2 SPaG Mat
Section 1

Write a sentence containing each of these
conjunctions:
because

although

unless

Section 3

Can you write TWO pairs of homophones
to match the clues?
The brightest
______________
Someone’s child
______________




star
that

in

the
is

a

sky:
boy:



A large mammal: _____________



Completely naked: _____________



On the back of your mat, can you write
clues for another pair of homophone
words for a friend to solve?



Section 2

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled up
THREE preposition words. Can you help
him to unjumble them?
duren webenet guthohr

Section 4

Can you write a
sentence related
to the picture that
contains an adverb. Underline it.

2
Section 5

Can you write the plural forms of these
singular nouns?
fox - _______________
fly - _______________
puppy - _______________
child - _______________

Section 6

Can you improve
this sentence by
adding an expanded
noun phrase and a
subordinate clause?
The house stood on the hill.




Year 3 Summer Term 2 SPaG Mat Answers
Section 1
because

Section 3
although

unless

Choose the best conjunction to fill the
gap in each sentence:
a. You will not be allowed into the
cinema unless you have a ticket.
b. He took the penalty although he
had hurt his leg.
c. They lit the camp fire because
it was getting cold.

Section 2

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled
up a preposition word. Can you help
him to unjumble it?
duren
under

Can you write a pair of homophones
to match the clues?
The brightest star
___________ sun

in

the

sky:

Someone’s child that is a boy:
____________ son

Section 4

Look at the picture. Can you add an
appropriate adverb to this sentence?

2

Section 5

Can you write the plural forms of
these singular nouns?
toy - _______________ toys
fox - _______________ fox
fly - _______________ flies

Section 6

Can you improve this sentence by
adding an expanded noun phrase?

During the
hurricane, the
wind blew
_______________.
Accept any
appropriate adverb.

The house stood on the hill.
Any appropriate sentence with an
expanded noun phrase to describe
the house or the hill, e.g. The crooked,
decrepit house stood on the hill.

Year 3 Summer Term 2 SPaG Mat Answers
Section 1

Section 3

a. You will not be allowed
into the cinema unless,
until you have a ticket.

The brightest star
___________ sun

Choose the best conjunction to fill the
gap in each sentence:

b. He took the penalty although,
even though he had hurt his leg.

Can you write TWO pairs
homophones to match the clues?
in

the

of
sky:

Someone’s child that is a boy:
___________ son
A large mammal: ___________ bear

c. They lit the camp fire because,
as it was getting cold.

Completely naked: ___________ bare

Section 2

Section 4

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled
up TWO preposition words. Can you
help him to unjumble them?
duren
under

webenet
between

Look at the picture. Can you add
appropriate adverbs to this sentence?
During the hurricane, the wind blew
_____________, which caused the trees
to sway _____________.
Accept any appropriate adverbs.

Section 5

2

Can you write the plural forms of
these singular nouns?
fox - _______________ foxes
fly - _______________ flies
puppy - _______________ puppies

Section 6

Can you improve this sentence by
adding an expanded noun phrase, a
conjunction and extra detail?
The house stood on the hill.
Any appropriate sentence with an
expanded noun phrase and either
a co-ordinating or subordinating
conjunction added with additional
detail, e.g. The crooked, decrepit
house stood on the hill but no one
had visited it for years.

Year 3 Summer Term 2 SPaG Mat Answers
Section 1

Write a sentence containing each of
these conjunctions:
because

although

unless

Accept any accurately-punctuated
sentences containing because,
although and unless.

Section 3

Can you write TWO pairs of homophones
to match the clues?
The brightest star
______________ sun
Someone’s child that
______________ son

in

the
is

a

sky:
boy:

A large mammal: _____________ bear

2

Section 5

Can you write the plural forms of these
singular nouns?
fox - _______________ foxes
fly - _______________ flies
puppy - _______________ puppies
child - _______________ children

Completely naked: _____________ bare

Section 2

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled up
THREE preposition words. Can you help
him to unjumble them?
duren webenet guthohr
under between through

On the back of your mat, can you write
clues for another pair of homophone
words for a friend to solve?

Section 6

Section 4

The house stood on the hill.

Can you write a
sentence related
to the picture that
contains an adverb. Underline it.
Accept any sentence containing an
appropriate adverb.

Can you improve this sentence by
adding an expanded noun phrase and a
subordinate clause?

Any appropriate sentence with an
expanded noun phrase and a subordinate
clause added, e.g. The crooked, decrepit
house stood on the hill until it was
demolished.
or
Although no one ever visited, the house
with shattered windows stood on the hill.

